
Welcome to the May issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• GRAA Teaching & Training Aids Survey: Featuring Dr. Gary Wiren’s
Impact Bag – The new Teaching & Training Aids section debuts aiming to
help instructors and their students by showing which teaching and
training aids are being used by the top instructors. See how these
teachers use The Impact Bag:

- Michael Breed, PGA, explains how he has students practice with
The Impact Bag

- Video: Lou Guzzi, PGA, reveals his favorite drills using The Impact Bag

- Tony Martinez, PGA, shares a unique practice method

- Video: Dr. Gary Wiren, PGA, discusses his invention

• Public Range Profile: Childhood visits to his grandfather’s golf center
stoked PGA Professional Joel Weitz’s ambition to one day own the
Wisconsin landmark

• Golf Range Interview: Dr. Jim Suttie, PGA, pioneered training in
biomechanics and kinesiology to set him apart from other golf
instructors

• Video File: Technology makes clubfitting digital and precise, but PGA
apprentice Chris Robinson believes it should also cater to a player’s
preference

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

mailto:rsummers@golfrange.org
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GRAA Top 25
Teaching & Training
Aids Survey
The country’s top teachers tell you 
 what they use most
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• Wisconsin Landmark Thrives

• “Doc” Suttie Looks Back, and Ahead

• GRAA Boot Camp News
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Sales 800.641.4653 | Fax 239.369.1579

www.easypicker.com
Email: salesdept@easypicker.com

Easy Picker Golf’s latest innovation in wireless technology, Range-Express Software     

with real-time access to all accounts and compatibility with all POS computer systems.        

•   Completely Wireless and Real-Time – No need to manually transfer data from 

dispenser to main computer as with other ball dispenser management systems.    

•   Accountability – Tracks tokens, cash, pin numbers, media cards and credit cards.  

Sun City Grand purchased the Range-Express System to replace an

older, out of date computerized system that was failing and causing

us much heartache.  After two years of research we switched over to

Range-Express which allows us to easily monitor sales and dis-

penser events/activities at the click of a button from any computer

on our network. I would recommend Range-Express for any course

that is looking for a computerized range system. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Hochman, PGA, GCSAA

Director of Golf Operations 

Sun City Grand     Surprise,  Arizona

New! 
Easier to 

Read 
Display

Easy Picker Golf Products   

Media Cards

Pro Shop Computer

Go Wireless! with Range-Express

Range-Express
Software
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…the automatic choice f

To fi nd out how easy it can be 

to upgrade your range, with no risk 

and no capital investment, call: 

1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) 
or visit www.powertee.com.
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World Leader in Range Automation

UK & Europe

e for driving ranges and practice facilities.

Power Tee®  automatic tee systems have been chosen by 

more than 300 commercial golf ranges and many of the 

world’s most prestigious golf clubs. Here’s why:

Good for range owners

Power Tee is proven to attract new golfers, families 

and even non-golfers to driving ranges.  Our customers 

tell us that golfers who use Power Tee stay longer, hit 

more balls, take more lessons, buy more and better 

equipment, and come back more often. 

Commercial ranges that have upgraded to Power Tee 

and followed our simple 3-step formula have offset the 

effects of the recession on their business, and many are 

enjoying revenue increases of 20%, 30% or more.

Best of all, if implemented properly, a big part of that 

increased revenue can be pure profi t. Let us show you 

the numbers.

Good for golfers & teaching pros

Power Tee makes practice less work and more fun. 

Without having to release their grips, bend down and 

tee up a ball, golfers can maintain their stances, groove 

their swing and hit with more consistency. And, by not 

having to constantly correct grip, stance and alignment 

on every swing, pros can focus on teaching the fi ner 

points of swing mechanics.

This makes Power Tee one of the most productive 

practice aids available for golfers at every level.

Easy to upgrade your range

With Power Tee, there’s no capital expense, just a 

monthly rental. There’s minimal maintenance, an

d repairs are free of charge. There’s no cost for mat 

replacement, so you save $$ thousands every year.
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What’s New at 

Golf Range Magazine

O
ur goal with each monthly edition of Golf Range Magazine is to share stories,

ideas and data that can help your range business thrive. This month’s edition

features an exciting new survey and a new design style as part of our ongoing

effort to give you news you can use with an outstanding reading experience.

Be sure to check out our new Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids section, which starts

on page 28. This new monthly section is based on a survey of the country’s top teaching

professionals to find out the training aids they use most in their lessons, and which

have the most impact on their students – and their business. Starting this month and

going forward, we’ll feature one of the top 25 products from our survey, along with a

pair of teaching professionals explaining why and how they use it. I think you’re really

going to enjoy this new section, and I look forward to hearing your feedback.

This edition of Golf Range Magazinealso features a new design. Bigger, more read-

able fonts are being used for headlines and the body text in each story, and we’ve made

the pictures larger and more prominent in the design so you can really see the details

in each image. Our goal is to make Golf Range Magazine a fun, informative reading

experience no matter what type of device you use to view it: Whether you’re reading

on a computer with a large monitor, a tablet device or a smartphone, the stories should

jump off the screen. 

I hope you enjoy our redesign and the premiere of our Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids section with this month’s edition, and we’ll continue to work on improving the

reading experience as we move forward.

Rick Summers

CEO, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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Country Club; Tony Martinez, PGA, Keeton Park Golf

Course; Greg Mason, PGA, Waverly Golf Course; Del

Ratcliffe, PGA, Ratcliffe Golf Services; Susan Roll, PGA,

Carlsbad Golf Center; Joel Weitz, PGA, Vitense Golfland;

Mike Woods, PGA, Haggin Oaks Golf Complex.
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Ryan Gingrow, PGA  Accounting: George Kotlyar
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LINKSTECHNOLOGY.COM
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Elsewhere in player-development news, the

Executive Women’s Golf Association (EWGA) and

The First Tee have formed a partnership to

promote EWGA member involvement with local

chapters of The First Tee. The new partnership will

bring together more than 120 EWGA Chapters with

179 The First Tee chapters to promote female role

models and mentors and create the opportunity

for The First Tee chapters to co-host Girls Golf Days

at designated program locations during the month

of July. “While currently 37 percent of First Tee

chapter participants are female, we intend to

increase the number of girls we are reaching in the

coming years,” said Kelly

Martin, The First Tee’s chief

operating officer…..

Rounding out recent news

in promotion of the game,

Troon Golf announced the

launch of its third annual

Player Development Month

with Get Golf Ready

covering the entire month of May. Troon daily-fee

facilities, private clubs and Troon Golf Academies

around the world will conduct more than 500

introductory golf clinics and activities during just

this one month…. As potential new golfers ask

various questions about the game’s value, teaching

professionals can help their cause by providing

some great new information regarding golf and

good health and wellness. These numbers come

from a new study conducted by the World Golf

Foundation with the  Walker Research Group on

behalf of GOLF 20/20. Calories-burned statistics in

the report reveal significant wellness benefits: By

riding 18 holes, the golfer typically burns 1,300

calories, by walking with a pullcart he burns 1,500

and by walking and carrying the golfer burns 2,000

calories. Also, a walked 18-hole round equals a five-

mile walk and meets the 10,000 steps per day

guideline for exercise recommended by most

medical and clinical physicians. …. PING has

officially introduced nFlight Motion, a proprietary

clubfitting software system that recommends

driver-fitting specifications for golfers after only

three shots. To deploy the system requires an

Apple iPhone or iPod, a superlight clip-on swing

analyzer and PING-

engineered software. The

PING shaft-mounted

device records a range of

swing variables, including

clubhead speed,

transition,and shaft lean

at impact, which are

analyzed through the

software to make loft and

shaft recommendations.

Shot data is transmitted to

a fitter’s Apple iPhone or

iPod, which graphically

depicts the results and

applies the specifications to various PING driver

models…..  If you haven’t checked lately, the

number of TopGolf entertainment centers in

operation is now up to 11, including the just-

opened Houston North location. The company

estimated that 100 full-time jobs would be filled at

Houston North, a  nd that “at least 450,000 guests”

would visit the new center. Along with these 11

units in operation, TopGolf lists no fewer than

seven facilities as “coming soon,” most of them in

new regions for the company, such as the

Southeast and California.   ■

G O L F  R A N G E N E W S

A Wide Rangeof News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the golf practice-and-learning sector
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When an event can bask in the aura surrounding Augusta National Golf Club

and the Masters Tournament, it’s got serious mojo. That’s why teaching

professionals in charge of junior programs at their courses and clubs should be

paying attention to sign up deadlines for the current-year Drive, Chip and

Putt Championship. As shown on the dedicated website for this PGA of

America co-sponsored competition (drivechipandputt.com), some of the local

qualifying events require sign up very soon after Memorial Day. Whichever first-

stage qualifier your junior players are pointing toward, they must have their

online entries filed by 5 p.m. EDT five days prior to the qualifier date.
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W E A T H E R I M P A C T

I
n cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range Magazine will present research which

demonstrates how the weather has impacted the number of “Golf Playable

Hours” in multiple regions of the country.  While ranges may be somewhat less

influenced by the weather than golf courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of review.  This map shows the

percentage increase or decrease for the month shown vs. the comparable

month from a year ago followed by the year-to-date results from January

through the current month reported.

For more information about Pellucid Corp and how the data was compiled,

visit Pellucidcorp.com.

WEATHER IMPACT ANALYSIS 
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+/-100% = increase/decrease

exceeds 100% due

to small base value

N/A = out-of-season period

and not reported

Golf Playable Hours:March
Each region includes:Month % / YTD %
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WWW.TRU-TURF.COM 

(559) 421-9005 

Call Today 

For a  

Free Quote! 

             INCLINE TRAINERS 

x� Helps Correct Swing Faults such as ‘Over the Top’ 

x� Portable, Lightweight, Realistic Hitting Surface 

x� Teaches Balance and Proper Weight Shifting 

x� Learn & Practice Shots from Sloping Lies 

             HITTING MATS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� High Density Poly Hitting Turf 

x� Synthetic Grass Tee Line 

x� Custom Installation 

             CUSTOM PUTTING GREENS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� PGA Member Owned and Operated 

x� 11 Stimp Nylon Putting Surface 

x� Vector Certified Installer 

GOLF’S INCLINE TRAINER 

A GOLF INSTRUCTION AID 



Taking Care Of 

Your Synthetic ALL 
Turf  Needs  

Premier  

Synthetic Turf 

Installers Since 

1995 

Taking Care Of



“In battle there is but one favorable moment,”

wrote Napoleon, “and the great art is to seize it.”

Whatever form of training the French general put his

troops through, he would surely have known to plan

and schedule it with care.  The GRAA, with its annual

Boot Camp program, tries to do the same—sending

out advance word and encouraging members to

seize their calendars and pencil in dates.

In the summer and fall of 2014, the GRAA will

host four Regional Boot Camps in diverse sections of

the country (see box for venues and dates).  Formats

and goals will be similar to those of the inaugural

series in 2013.  Each of those events welcomed 

30-plus attendees including PGA professionals,

facility managers and facility owners/operators.  

In addition, GRAA personnel and representatives

from each sponsor company were on hand.

Reflecting on the Boot Camp program of 2013,

GRAA General Manager Patrick Cherry confirms

the quality of the discussions and presentations.

“Last year’s Boot Camps were a great success,”

Cherry notes.  “We exchanged a lot of original and

well-conceived ideas with teachers, clubfitters,

range owners and managers.  Topics were

extensive—from growth of the game to marketing

to live teaching and fitting sessions.  We look

forward to an even better series this year.”

Each of the Boot Camps will feature a roster of

speakers and presenters.  There are also breakout

sessions that cover four areas:

• Management Best Practices (marketing,

staffing, insurance, pricing, retailing and F&B)

• Teaching and Fitting Best Practices, featuring

outdoor demonstrations

• General Operations (netting, targets, mats,

lights, pickers, balls, agronomy, etc.)

• Growth of the Game

• Practice Facility Design

Lunch and refreshments are included.  All

conference costs are paid for by our sponsors:

Coastal Netting, Cure Putters, Ernest Sports,

Mitchell Golf, Power Tee, Tex-Net, The PGA of

America, and UST Mamiya.  Attendees are

responsible for hotel accommodations and travel

to the host facility.  For further information on

GRAA Boot Camps, please do not hesitate to call

Patrick Cherry at 215-914-2071 or email him at

pcherry@golfrange.org.  ■

G R A A E V E N T S

Serious Business:

GRAA Boot Camps
for 2014

As they push to devise new programs and better practices, 

the GRAA’s regional Boot Camps are looking for a few good attendees.

“Thank you for the invitation to attend your outstanding Boot Camp.  I was 

able to take a few valuable ideas from each one of the presenters.  Watching

award-winning instructor Keith Larsen reconfirmed that I am teaching the

correct way to improve my students quicker.” —Phil Green, PGA Manager,

Home on the Range, Newcastle, Calif.

Boot Camps 2014: When and Where

August 5-6 Trump National Golf Club Los Angeles Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.

September 15-16 Mistwood Performance Center Romeoville, Ill.

October 14-15 Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club Bedminster, N.J.

November 3-4 The Landings Club Savannah, Ga.
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CLUB RECOMMENDATION
AFTER JUST 3 SWINGS, THE APP 
MAKES A RECOMMENDATION FOR 
MODEL, LOFT AND SHAFT

SHAFT VISUALIZATION
THE APP PLOTS THE GOLFER’S RESULTS AGAINST 
PING SHAFT CHART TO FURTHER FINE TUNE THE 
RESULTS. AFTER-MARKET SHAFTS CAN ALSO BE 
VIEWED FOR COMPARISON.

    3 SWINGS TO 
LONGER DRIVES.

IN COOPERATION WITH

SWING RESULTS
CLUBHEAD SPEED, TRANSITION 

AND IMPACT HANDLE LEAN 
ARE ANALYZED DURING 

THE FITTING

CONTACT YOUR PING FIELD REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS



V I D E O F I L E

With Tech,
ClubfittingGets
Truly Personal 
Technology makes clubfitting digital and precise, 

but it should also cater to a player’s preference.  

BY DAVID GOULD

O
ne of the phrases you take away from Chris

Robinson’s short video on launch monitors

and clubfitting is his reference to “getting it

out of the professional’s hands.” Robinson,

an assistant professional and fitting specialist at Belfair

Plantation in Bluffton, S.C., makes a subtle but compelling

point. Yes, the golf professional is the expert on how gear

and the golf swing function together. But as this presenta-

tion suggests, the actual wish list for how shots will launch,

fly, carry and curve should be up to the paying customer,

right?  Check it out and see if you agree. ■
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Tex-Net Inc.
www.texnetusa.com

800-541-1123
Fax: 609-499-8227

763 B Railroad Ave. PO Box 92

Florence, NJ 08518

Installations NationwideCall for a free custom quote today.

The industry standard for over 30 years. 

TEX-NET CAN COMPLETE A TURNKEY NETTING SYSTEM ANY WHERE IN THE

COUNTRY OR FURNISH EVERY COMPONENT FOR IN-HOUSE INSTALLATION 

GOLF PRACTICE CAGES

WOOD AND STEEL POLES

STAMPED ENGINEERING IN ALL STATES

DESIGN AND TRAJECTORY SERVICES
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

GRAATeach
Training Aid

S
uccessful golf instructors use many different methods to help their students

improve the way they play the game. A key part of that process for many 

instructors is the tools of the trade – the teaching and training aids they use

on the lesson tee, and that they often recommend to their students for use

during practice sessions.
There are hundreds of training aids on the

market today, which presents a challenge to

teachers: How do you find the teaching and

training aids that are best for you and for your

students? The GRAA wondered the same thing,

and decided to get the answer from the best

source of all – the game’s top teachers.

After consulting with golf instructors from

across the country, we created the inaugural

Golf Range Association of America’s Top 25

Teaching & Training Aids Survey. We started by

compiling a list of the country’s top golf instruc-

tors from a variety of sources, including GRAA

Top 50 Growth of the Game Teachers, national

and sectional PGA Teachers of the Year, and in-

structors from the list of top teachers in the lead-

ing consumer magazines. Then we formulated

a list of 150 popular teaching and training aids

with the help of the staff at Golf Around the

World, and asked our list of elite teachers which

training aids they use on a regular basis.

In all, more than 130 golf instructors shared

what teaching and training aids they use, with

the average respondent listing 15 different prod-

ucts that they personally use with their students.

These instructors didn’t cast votes, they simply

told us what they use, and we tabulated the 

results. Our survey is not a rating or a ranking;

rather, it reflects actual usage by golf teachers.

And we didn’t just ask these respected 

instructors what they use – we also asked them

how they use the teaching and training aids.

Starting this month and going forward, each

issue of Golf Range Magazine will feature one

specific product each month with best practices

and suggestions on how to get the most out of

that teaching and training aid, straight from an

instructor who uses it on their lesson tee. Plus,

the magazine will also feature new products that

PGA Professionals and other teachers believe

are worthy of a closer look. 

These stories plus additional videos and 

images will then be archived in the new 

Teaching & Training Aids Resource Center on

GolfRange.org as a living library of great instruc-

tion tips for using teaching and training aids.

And as always, we welcome your feedback

on this new department. ■

Our new survey aims to help instructors and their students by showing 

which teaching and training aids are being used by top golf instructors – 

and exactly how they use them

Introducing the
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ching & 
ids Survey

1. Gary Wiren Impact Bag

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

2. Orange Whip Swing Trainer

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

3. V1 Pro

www.v1sports.com

1-800-777-7721

sales@ifrontiers.com

4. Gary Wiren Power Fan

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

5. The Putting Arc

www.theputtingarc.com

1-800-898-0701

sales@theputtingarc.com

6. Eyeline Golf: 360 Degree Mirror

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

7. Swingyde

www.swingyde.com

1-800-346-7788

info@swingyde.com.au

8. SNAG Golf

www.snaggolf.com

310-291-3142

JL8n@snaggolf.com

9. Momentus Weighted Iron

www.momentusgolf.com

1-800-524-6068

bettergolf@momentusgolf.com

T10. Eyeline Golf: Ball of Steel

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T10. TrackMan Pro

www.trackmangolf.com

1-810-225-9855

sales_us@trackmangolf.com

T12. Mike Bender BenderStik

www.benderstik.com

407-328-7674

MEGSAgolf@aol.com

T12. Orange Whip Orange Peel

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

T12. The Impact Ball

www.theimpactball.com

1-877-866-7228

sales@theimpactball.com

T12. V1 Golf Academy

www.v1sports.com

1-800-777-7721

sales@ifrontiers.com

T16. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T16. FlightScope X2

www.flightscope.com

407-967-7121

elyse.rowe@flightscope.com

18. Tour Striker

www.tourstriker.com

480-664-1002

orders@tourstriker.com

19. Foot Wedge

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

T20. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T20. Randy Myers Stretching Pole

www.golfstretchingpole.com

1-800-FULL-TURN

info@golfstretchingpole.com

22. Medicus Dual-Hinge

www.medicus.com

1-800-772-4979

mike@mikehoyepr.com

23. SKLZ Smash Bag

www.sklz.com

1-877-225-7275

customerservice@sklz.com

24. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact

System

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

25. JC Video Arc-30 System

www.jcvideo.com

801-816-1611

sales@jcvideo.com

2014 GRAA TOP 25 TEACHING & TRAINING AIDS
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3
2

GARY WIREN
IMPACT BAG

V1 PRO

ORANGE WHIP
SWING TRAINER

T O P  2 5  T E A C H I N G  &  T R A I N I N G  A I D S
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5

4
GARY WIREN
POWER FAN

FeedbacK is FLEXIBLE

FeedbacK LISTENS

THE PUTTING
ARC
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7
6

SWINGYDE

EYELINE GOLF
360 DEGREE MIRROR

8SNAG GOLF

T O P  2 5  T E A C H I N G  &  T R A I N I N G  A I D S
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10TRACKMAN
PRO

9
MOMENTUS
WEIGHTED IRON

T

EYELINE 
GOLF
BALL OF 
STEEL
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12 1212

MIKE BENDER
BENDERSTIK

ORANGE WHIP
ORANGE PEEL

18 1916

TOUR STRIKER

23 2422

FOOT WEDGE

EYELINE GOLF PUTTING
IMPACT SYSTEM

SKLZ SMASH BAG

T O P  2 5  T E A C H I N G  &  T R A I N I N G  A I D S

THE IMPACT BALL

T T T

T

MEDICUS DUAL
HINGE

FLIGHTSCOPE X2
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RANDY MYERS
STRETCHING POLE

1612

V1 GOLF 
ACADEMY

20

25

JC VIDEO ARC-30
SYSTEM

F  E  R  S   B  E  T  T  E  R

www.OrangeWhipTrainer.com

WHEN 
YOUR SWING 

  IS
 

YOU MUST
 WHIP IT

The Orange Whip 
Trainer

Find Your Ideal Swing Plane
Create “Tour Pro” Lag

Perfect Sequence of Motion
Improve Tempo and Balance

Enhance Core Fitness & Flexibility

The Orange Whip 
Putting Wand

Trains Putting Tempo
Synchronizes the Putting Stroke

Convex Face Exaggerates Miss-Hits
Improves Distance & Direction Control

Battle the “Yips”

The Orange Peel 
Balance Platform

Centers Core for Balance
Teaches Proper Weight Transfer

Limits Lateral Movement
Simulates Uneven Lies

Improves Short Game Stance

T T

TT

There are a number of teaching &

training aids out there, so the following is

a list highlighting the products that are

also being used and are certainly

products we encourage all teachers to

look for (in alphabetical order):

• Ernest Sports ES12

• Exertools DynaDisc Balance Cushion

• Explanar Golf Training System

• K-Vest

• K-Vest K-Trainer

• Momentus Power Hitter Driver

• MorodZ Alignment Rods

• PING iPING Putter App 

• Right Angle 2 Golf Training Aid

• SAM PuttLab

The Next 10...

EYELINE GOLF
BALANCE ROD

EYELINE GOLF
GOLF METRONOME
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May’s Featured

Top 25
Teaching &
Training Aid:

To become a better ball-striker you
might first improve your bag-striking.
So say award-winning teaching
professionals who use Dr. Wiren’s
invention in a myriad of ways.

The Imp
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Wiren, who is a PGA Golf Professional

Hall of Fame member, was inspired to 

invent the device by his observation that

“every golfer attempts and at times strug-

gles to get the club on line and square at

impact.” It was his belief that “preventing

the breakdown of the left wrist and col-

lapse of the leading arm at that moment”

was one of the greatest services a teaching

professional could perform. “The Impact

Bag is popular,” Wiren once wrote, “be-

cause there is only one moment of truth

in the golf swing—impact. This device

teaches the correct position and feel for

that moment.”

The longer a cleverly designed tool is

available, the more uses people will find

for it. That’s the lesson emerging from 

interviews with prominent teachers. Take

a look at how they incorporate the Wiren

brainchild into their swing coaching and

see if you can’t pick up a useful technique

or two.

From Michael Breed...
While the Impact Bag was designed

to help golfers find the correct position at

impact, Michael Breed, the 2012 PGA
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Gary Wiren’s Greatest
Hit, the Impact Bag,
Cited as Top Training Aid
Top teaching professionals describe how they

use it to alter swing motion

D
r. Gary Wiren’s disarmingly simple device, The Impact Bag,

has been a fixture on lesson tees for more than two decades.

That’s why it was no surprise to see some of the country’s top

instructors select it as the most popular Teaching & Training

Aid in the GRAA’s inaugural survey.

1Club Path: Lou uses two Impact Bags lined up next to each other just outside of the toe of

the club to help his students feel an inside path while avoiding the two Impact Bags.

2Toe in for Release: Using two Impact Bags for path, Lou has his students hit their club’s

toe into the bag which helps them feel the proper hand and forearm rotation.

3Chipping: Lou has his students place their trail foot on The Impact Bag, which moves a lot

of their weight to their leading foot, and in turn helps them create a downward strike.

How Teacher of the Year Lou Guzzi uses the Impact Bag



Teacher of the Year and host of Golf Chan-

nel’s “The Golf Fix,” has found other valu-

able ways to deploy the device. It all starts

with what’s inside—the filler material. Many

instructors load the Impact Bag with towels

or rags, but Breed fills it with foam packing

peanuts, for multiple reasons.

“I quickly discovered that, while filling

the Impact Bag with towels is certainly

safer than having a student hit a tire, as

some instructors have done in the past, it

could still prove hazardous for certain stu-

dents and their golf clubs, to take a normal-

paced swing and strike the bag, especially

if the cloth inside has gotten wet from the

elements,” explains Breed. “Plus, using

foam peanuts makes transporting the bag

around our academy much easier.”

Breed does not always use the Impact

Bag to help perfect the moment of truth,

a.k.a. impact. He very often uses it as a de-

vice for his students to stand on. This is par-
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6-in-1 Golf Swing Trainer
For Every Swing In YOUR Game!

GOLFSTR+ is 

a Brain Trainer to 

develop muscle 

memory as you play. 

Gives you an unfair 

advantage. 

6 SWING FIXES:

1: Straight Arm 

Backswing

2, 3 & 4: Flat Wrist 

Putting, Chipping 

& Backswing

5 & 6: Lag trainer: 

Full Swing & Limit 

Lag Chipping

Call 1-855-799-9695 
www.golfstr.com 

Only $29.99

1

2
3

4

6

5

Michael Breed, the 2012 

PGA Teacher of the Year, is

the PGA director of

instruction at the Michael

Breed Golf Academy

located at the Manhattan

Woods Golf Club in West

Nyack, N.Y., and the host

of “The Golf Fix” on the Golf Channel.

Training Aids to Look

For: Explanar
The Explanar is a kinaesthetic golf training

aid, which can be used at home or at the

golf course.  Explanar develops muscle

memory of the optimum golf swing,

helping to feel what it’s like to hit the

perfect shot.  Explanar improves the

distance and accuracy of shots by

teaching a more consistent swing, and is

suitable for golfers of all abilities.

(continued on page 42)

Throwing the Impact Bag allows the student to effectively clear their hips and unwind their

lower body, showing students the proper swing sequence.
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Instruction package bundle

for teaching professionals
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 Complete Training System

Do you have all the tools 

you need to be an amazing 

teaching professional?

Ernest Sports’ Launch Monitors + Apps 
can help your club:
-Add a revenue stream
-Recruit new members
-Easily share range session data:
Spin Rate   Smash Factor
Launch Angle  Distance
Club Speed    Ball Speed

The next level in Golf 

Monitor techology.     

info@ernestsports.com
855.354.4653
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ticularly the case with weekend golfers

who have difficulty finding the proper 

balance when chipping, thereby losing

strokes on many a hole. To help them

properly stabilize weight on their forward

leg, Breed has them practice chip shots

with their trail leg placed on the Impact

Bag, thus keeping weight forward during

the shot. “The results are almost instant,”

says Breed. 

Moving on to full swings, he has used

the Impact Bag to promote proper transi-

tion between the backswing and the for-

ward swing. “If the student is having

difficulty shifting his or her weight to the

leading foot (left foot for a right hander),

I have them stand with their trail foot on

the bag,” Breed explains, “it encourages a

full weight transfer. Likewise, for students

who have a difficult time shifting their

weight to their trail foot during their back-

swing, I put their front foot on the bag. It

is a simple drill, but very effective.”

Breed also uses it to help students who

tend to slice work on improving clubhead

path in the downswing. A simple solution

is to place the bag just off the target line to

encourage the student to swing inside,

thus keeping the swing path inside or 

on the ball-to-target line. While this can 

be accomplished just as easily with an

alignment rod or other object, the Impact

Bag provides a safe, yet attention-getting

alternative.

Finally, Breed says that the Impact Bag

works very well as a target for the short

game, especially pitches within 50 yards.

“I often use the bag as a fun and bright 

target,” says Breed. “The color [yellow] is

really effective, and helps the student 

understand what they need to feel to hit

that 50-yard pitch.”

From Tony Martinez...
Tony Martinez first saw Dr. Gary

Wiren’s popular teaching and training aid,

the Impact Bag, at a PGA Teaching &

Coaching Summit. He was aware of it,

but ended up surprised and intrigued 

by seeing the way instructors at the Sum-

mit used the Impact Bag. They were using

it in a way that was similar to his own

teaching, coaching and communication

styles.

After purchasing the Impact Bag for

himself to use at his own facility, Keeton

Park Golf Course in Dallas, Texas, he

found that one of the things he liked most

about the bag was the sound it made when

a student struck it with authority. “The

bag produced a certain pitch, almost a

‘thud,’ that resonated with me, and cer-

tainly did with my students,” explains Mar-

tinez. “The Impact Bag’s sound allowed

me to start using suggestive keywords

with my students.”

One of the keywords Martinez uses

frequently with the Impact Bag is “louder.”
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Every player attempts to get the club on line

and square at impact.  A breakdown of the left

wrist and collapse of the leading arm at that

moment are two of the most common

problems faced by players of all skill levels.  The

Impact Bag is one of the most popular training

aids of all time for the following reason – there

is only one moment of truth in the golf swing –

impact!  This device teaches the correct

position and feel for that moment.

Notes from the Manufacturer:
Gary Wiren Impact Bag 

“If the student is having difficulty shifting

his or her weight to the leading foot, I have

them stand with theirtrail foot on
the bag.” —Michael Breed, PGA

PUD SPECIAL 30% Of

JOIN OUR AFFILIATE 

PROGRAMME

www.cs2putting.com

www.cs2putting.com

Use Promo Code :

GPRO
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He encourages his students to 

create a louder “thud” when striking the

bag with their clubs. Martinez’s reasoning

is that a lot of beginners, youth golfers and

females tend to be overly cautious near the

bottom of their swing, out of fear they will

make poor contact with the ball. To help

them keep from being so deliberate, Mar-

tinez encourages them to make louder

“thuds” when striking the Impact Bag.

Then, when they move back to hitting balls,

Martinez is able to trigger the same sensa-

tions and visual cues they received while

using the bag by asking them to get “louder.” 

One of the drills he uses most frequently

with the Impact Bag is a simple throw or

toss. Martinez has found that by throwing

the Impact Bag like a medicine ball, as ath-

letes have been known to do in training, it

helps them more effectively clear their hips

and unwind their lower body. “We start

with a few sidearm throws and then we

measure how far the Impact Bag traveled,”

said Martinez. “I then ask them to try to

throw the bag farther than their best dis-

tance, and we try to continually improve

on that mark.”

What the students soon learn is that

swinging their arms quicker won’t neces-

sarily help them throw the bag farther.

What they discover, however, is that if they

pivot their hips and rotate their body

through, the bag will travel farther. Mar-

tinez says that this drill could be accom-

plished with any number of objects, or even

medicine balls, but he likes throwing the

Impact Bag around. “Because the Impact

Bag is fairly light, it won’t go as far as other

objects we could use, so we don’t burn up

half the lesson chasing the bag around,” says

Martinez. “Furthermore, its weight de-

creases the chances of a student injuring

themselves by throwing the bag.”
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Tony Martinez, a 2012 

and 2013 GRAA Top 50

Growth of the Game

Teaching Professional,

and 2013 Northern Texas

PGA Section Bill

Strausbaugh Award

winner and three-time

Northern Texas PGA Section Randy

Smith Junior Golf Leader, is the PGA

director of golf at Keeton Park Golf

Course in Dallas, Texas.
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The golfers Martinez coaches are often asked

to make the Impact Bag spin a certain direction

after they strike it. In order to feel the motion nec-

essary for a fade or a draw, many students need to

experience a sensation opposite of what they nor-

mally feel when they swing. To impart spin on an

object as large as the Impact Bag effectively, stu-

dents really need to exaggerate these positions.

When moving back to golf balls, they are able to

take their freed-up swings and compensate for the

more responsive ball. Martinez even sometimes

draws lines on the Impact Bag to help his students 

pinpoint their impact point, helping them find the

correct swing path.

While these drills and uses of the Impact Bag

may seem unique, Martinez does not wish to take

all the credit. “I’ve invented my own drills with the

bag as well as tailored other teachers’ uses of it for

my own coaching practice,” he says. “I’m always

experimenting and looking new ways to use it.” ■
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In each issue of Golf Range Magazine, the

Golf Range Association of America will

feature editorial, including images and

video, about how teaching professionals

use one of the products

that the GRAA will select

from the Top 25 list. In

addition, the GRAA will

offer a full listing of the

Top 25 Teaching &

Training Aids on

GolfRange.org, where

readers can learn more

about the products and

contact the respective

companies.  Teachers

who visit GolfRange.org

will also be able to read

more and watch videos

about various Teaching &

Training Aids and drills on

GolfRange.org’s new

Teaching & Training Aids

Resource Center.

GRAA Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids Expanded Coverage on GolfRange.org

Visit GolfRange.org for

expanded listings of the

Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids for 2014.

Next month’s featured product:

The Putting Arc

“I’ve invented my own

drills with the Impact Bag

as well as tailored other

teacher’s uses of it for my

own coaching practice.

I’m always experimenting

and looking for
new ways to use it.”

—Tony Martinez, PGA

1“Slider:” For students who laterally slide forward, Gary places the bag in

between the student’s ankles which helps them post their left side and keeps

them from pushing the club to the right.

2Bunker Play: Gary will place The Impact Bag behind a student’s trail foot when

practicing bunker shots so they create a steeper backswing and approach.

3Extension: To help students with their speed through impact and their

extension, Gary places the Impact Bag forward of impact and encourages his

students to strike the bag at that position to help them get their speed past the ball.

Dr. Gary Wiren’s drills using the Impact Bag
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P U B L I C  R A N G E P R O F I L E

Ligh
and
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Childhood visits to
his grandfather’s golf

center stoked Joel
Weitz’s ambition to

one day own the
Wisconsin landmark.

With multiple
expansion projects

he has taken it to
new heights.

BY CHRIS LEWIS

ghts, Practice
dGolf Action
for Everyone
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By the mid-1960s, Vitense Golfland was offer-

ing customers everything from go-carts to in-

ground trampolines. This was family amusement

centered on golf and its founder built the business

to last. He died 25 years ago but his facility is still

family-owned, these days by George’s grandson,

Joel Weitz. Following in grandpa’s footsteps, Weitz

would also become a PGA professional—even serv-

ing as Wisconsin PGA president. In time he would

take over all business operations at the Vitense 

facility, aided by his wife, Sarah, and their enthusi-

astic employees.

Weitz’s path into full-time golf operations had

a detour that taught him the intricacies of number-

crunching and business planning. Having spent

many summers of his childhood working at the

golf center he opted to study accounting at college

then worked as a CPA for seven years prior to 

becoming Vitense Golfland’s president.

“I always loved golf and loved our family busi-

ness, but I wanted to develop a set of business skills

that would allow me to effectively manage the 

facility,” Weitz says. “My CPA auditing career

helped me hone skills I now apply on a daily basis

to the business.”

To build upon the Golfland’s legacy, Joel and

his wife have undertaken multiple improvement

projects since purchasing the property in 2001. In

September 2013, they hired a contractor to design

eight golf suites, comprising more than 5,000

square feet. With the development of these suites,

which feature 18 covered tee areas, customers are

able to keep their swings sharp all winter long, in

hitting areas warmed by high-intensity heaters. In

summer a cooling system counteracts the sticky,

uncomfortable air to encourage extended practice

sessions.

As you enjoy these comforts, a wait staff swings
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W
hen George Vitense founded his golf practice 

facility in Madison, Wis., in 1955, standalone

ranges were dispersed around America’s bigger

cities and a few were beginning to dominate their

markets. To ward off competitors, Vitense designed a companion

par-3 golf course, at the time a rarity. A while later he installed

lights and extended course hours to accommodate factory workers

getting off their day shifts. Staying open until midnight in summer-

time, the center offered Wisconsin’s very first—and to this day, its

only—lighted golf course. Vitense, a PGA professional, even built

a double-deck range, unheard of back then, as well as two 18-hole

miniature golf courses.

The center’s nine-hole

golf course is a par-3

measuring 1,127 yards,

with bunkers, a pond

and mature trees

framing it. It takes

about one hour to play.
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by to deliver food and beverages, including wine

and locally brewed beers. Guests have an extensive

menu to choose from, plus flat screen HD televi-

sions and free wireless Internet service, as well as

whichever musical genres they choose to listen to

as they relax with their friends and family. To help

track their golf progress, there are laser devices 

reporting the carry distance of every shot.

“The suites will be available for many different

types of events,” says Weitz, “including after-hours

corporate get-togethers, casual gatherings, and 

lesson programs, which will combine golf practice

with entertainment and camaraderie.” It’s a play

on his part for the higher-income golfer. “With

these suites, we will provide a range experience

with amenities that may be pretty unique to our in-

dustry but have been offered in other sporting and

entertainment venues for years.”

Back in 2006, Joel and Sarah funded the devel-

opment of a 20,000-square-foot building to replace

the original clubhouse. Following suit with George

Vitense’s innovations, the new clubhouse, much
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“With these luxury suites,
we will provide a range
experience with amenities
that may be pretty unique
to our industry.”

— Joel Weitz

When miniature golf

broke out of its modest

dimensions to include

massive decorations and

complex undulations, the

Vitense trio of mini-

courses was in the

vanguard.
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like the recently constructed suites, features a com-

bination of amenities that most golf practice facil-

ities simply do not offer, including an arcade, a

five-station rock climbing wall, a golf shop, a grill

and catering service, remote controlled boats, and

eight batting cages, which can be used for baseball

or softball practice. 

Joel and Sarah also had the notion to create an

indoor, 18-hole miniature golf course dedicated

entirely to the history of Madison, Wis. Each hole

represents a feature of Wisconsin’s capital city,

from a replica of the Governor’s Mansion to a

miniaturized model of the capitol building. There

is a sponsor for every hole, including such local

businesses as the daily newspaper and a television

station.

In 2006, 18 covered tee areas were enhanced

with high-intensity heaters, so that guests could

practice comfortably during the wintertime. With

the development of the covered tee areas, the in-

door miniature golf course, and a host of other

amenities, Vitense’s customer base increased dra-

matically in the winter, as clients sought shelter

from the elements. 

The obvious culmination of these projects was

a high-tech learning center, the Vitense Golf Acad-

emy, a teaching and clubfitting studio that means

business. Located across from the clubhouse’s

lobby, the studio is equipped with heaters, along

with a garage door, allowing students to hit balls

into the outdoor range as they receive instruction.

Seven teaching professionals, with more than 100

years of combined experience, currently offer les-

sons to students of all ages and experience levels. 

In addition to providing lessons, the studio is

one of only approximately 20 golf facilities in the

country to feature a TaylorMade Player Develop-

ment Center. Utilizing Motion Analysis Technol-

ogy by TaylorMade (the MATT system), the

center’s 3D motion technology, high speed cam-

eras, and reflective sensors accurately depict every

component of golfers’ swings so that they are prop-

erly fitted for clubs.

“TaylorMade has invested a tremendous

amount of resources to develop this clubfitting 

system,” Weitz says. “Since late 2012, hundreds of

customers have already utilized the Player Devel-

opment Center. It’s a real testament to the value of

the MATT system.”  Vitense also hosts four-, six-,

and eight-week long leagues in the summer and

fall. Junior golfers, age seven to 15, as well as adults

and senior citizens, participate in leagues of their

own. The leagues tee off on the par-3 course on a

weekly basis, with 20 minutes of instruction offered

before each nine-hole round.

Juniors, especially kids aged three to seven, are

welcome to receive instruction at each of Vitense’s

three miniature golf courses. The mini-golf pro-

vides instructors freedom to create an informative

yet fun learning environment that will maintain

children’s interests. “Each hole offers elevation

and slope changes so that children can develop

their putting skills early on in life,” Weitz explains. 

Vitense Golfland offers two types of member-

ship packages, a one-year membership to the golf

range, which includes two buckets of balls per day,

and a year-long membership to the par-three

course, which customers can play on an unlimited

basis. “These memberships provide cash up front

and build customer loyalty, driven by things like

member-discount pricing,” Weitz comments.  

For more than 10 years, this destination golf

center has been a GRAA Top 50 Golf Range in

America. Customers tend to be repeaters—many

spent their first dollars there when George Vitense

operated it. These locals will come to the center

now bringing children, grandchildren, and even

great-grandchildren. “My wife and I, along with

our outstanding staff, are excited about the future

of our facility,” Weitz says. “We consider ourselves

fortunate to be able to maintain—and at times 

enhance—Vitense Golfland’s status as a Madison

landmark.”   ■
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Basic ball-hitting is still

one of the options at

Vitense Golfland, but

you can choose a high-

tech golf lesson or a

luxury corporate hitting

station as well.
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Doc Suttie, 

WhoSet the Bar

to See Golf Instr

Stretching To 

Reach It

Dr. Jim Suttie, pictured above,

operates his Jim Suttie Golf Academy

during the winter months at the 

36-hole TwinEagles Golf & Country

Club in Naples, Fla. Photo shows No. 4

fairway on the club’s Eagle Course.
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arHigh, Is Glad

truction

Advanced training in biomechanics and
kinesiology set Dr. Jim Suttie apart from

other golf instructors, although his
breezy Midwestern manner made him

an easy colleague to learn from.
INTERVIEW BY STEVE DONAHUE
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Dr. Suttie’s experience as Eastern Kentucky

University’s golf coach and years of studying bio-

mechanics as it relates to the golf swing allowed

him to create a teaching framework that optimizes

the relationship between different body types and

matching it with swing elements. He has written

two books on the subject — “Your Perfect Swing”

and “The LAWs of the Golf Swing,” co-authored

with Mike Adams and T.J. Tomasi, Ph.D.

Dr. Suttie, whose work earned him the 2000

National PGA Teacher of the Year award—teaches

at TwinEagles golf community in Naples, Fla., from

mid-September to mid-May and at Mistwood Golf

Club in Romeoville, Ill., from mid-May to mid-Sep-

tember. When reporters ask to interrupt his work

for an interview session he is usually glad to oblige,

as he did recently for Golf Range Magazine.

GRM: Are you a scientist who got into golf or a

golfer who got into science?

Jim Suttie: I’m a golfer who got into science. I was 

always a golfer. I went back to school to try to improve

myself and to try and add something to golf instruc-

tion. I received my doctorate from Middle Ten-

nessee State University. I had to do my research at

the University of Kentucky because, at that time,

Middle Tennessee did not have a biomechanics lab.

I was interested in biomechanics and wanted to do

my research on the golf swing. So, at the University

of Kentucky, I put together the “Model Swing.”

GRM: Sounds like something we’d all love to have.

What were the building blocks?

Suttie: The “Model” was developed by filming a

number of PGA Tour professionals. I took 4,500

measurements on every joint in the body, including

some points on the club and the head. Those high-

speed cameras filmed at 200 frames per second. 

I took body-parts measurements every 10 frames.

At that time we didn’t have automatic digitizing

and it took one day to take measurements on one

golfer. The end result was film of all these profes-

sionals in 10 different positions while swinging the

club. I looked at the angular and linear displace-

ment and accelerations of all these body parts.  I

hoped once this model was developed, I could put

this stick-figure perfect swing and overlay it over

the average golfer’s video. If there was a difference

in the movement of the average golfer and the

model I would define it as an error the average

golfer should work on. 

GRM: That sounds like a process a person would

only stick with if they were really curious about

the answers.

Suttie: Probably so, but It didn’t take me long to 

figure out this model perfect swing would not work
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Doc Suttie was one of the first to realize that high-

tech gear could reveal new insights but also confirm

what a good teacher picks up visually.

D
r. Jim “Doc” Suttie, a fixture on the top-teacher rankings

of Golf Digestand GOLF Magazinealike, has always

been ahead of the teaching curve. Not satisfied with

the profession’s homespun wisdom, he was intent

on applying scientific and physiological approaches to the 

improvement of his students’ performance. This way of thinking

is becoming standard in golf coaching, but it was foreign to the 

industry when Dr. Suttie was earning his doctorate in biomechanics

from Middle Tennessee University and his master’s degree in 

kinesiology. He’s still the only person to hold a PGA of America

card and a Ph.D. in biomechanics.
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in the real world of golf instruction. Less than six

months after the Model Swing was completed 

I actually changed my thoughts on instruction. I 

decided not to use the Model in my instruction

after seeing that all body types, swing patterns, and

physical attributes and weaknesses were different

from individual to individual. Instead, I used my

knowledge of biomechanics and the human body

to individualize and customize instruction.

GRM: How did you go about that?

Suttie: I developed a teaching framework that 

optimizes the relationship between different body

types and matching up those fundamentals that

fit each individual’s particular swing pattern, their

physical strengths and weaknesses. In this way, 

I guess science had a great deal to do with the 

improvement of instruction.

GRM:You were clearly ahead of your time. 

What made you think applying scientific and

physiological approaches to teaching would 

help golfers?

Suttie:I always thought most golf instructors were

more into methods and systems for one reason or

another. Maybe it’s because it’s all they knew or it

was how they learned how to play. I suppose I was

tired of the quick-fix “try-this-and-try-that”

method, and that I thought science had a place in
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A view of No. 3 on the

Talon Course at

TwinEagles. In summer

the Suttie operation

moves north to the

Performance Center at

Mistwood Golf Club.

“As we can see now, science

does have a place in golf
instruction.” — Jim Suttie
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golf instruction. It seems all sports but golf are

based on sound scientific principles, so I just tried

to apply a little objectivity to a complicated motor

skill. As we can see now, science does have a place

in golf instruction.

GRM: What did your fellow golf instructors think

of your novel approach when you started out?

Suttie: Well, I didn’t ask anyone but I suppose a lot

of them felt I was too technical and scientific. I 

suppose a lot of them thought I spent too much time

looking at angles and positions, etc. But, it is no 

different than a quarterback going over a game plan.

I started looking at swings in 1970 when portable

video systems were just coming out. I guess I was

one of the pioneers in the use of video and golf-swing

analysis. I must have over 20,000 swings saved on

video discs, VHS and mini DV tapes. It even boggles

my mind right now. As time has passed, I have 

become a better teacher because of the knowledge

I have. Understanding the cause and effect of the

swing, short game and putting stroke has enabled

me to simplify my instructions to my students.

GRM: Did you feel validated when the PGA of

America named you 2000 National PGA Teacher

of the Year?

Suttie: Yes, it was a great honor. My only goal was

to try to contribute to the field of instruction and I

think I accomplished that. The use of technology

was becoming more accepted at that time and I

was one of the first to get into this area strongly. I

suppose the PGA noticed what I was doing and I

was lucky enough to win the award.

GRM: Talk a little about your experience teaching

summers at Cog Hill Golf & Country Club with the

Jemsek family and Director of Instruction Kevin

Weeks, etc., and when did you move to Mistwood

for the summers?

Suttie:I moved over to Mistwood in 2013 because

I felt Jim McWethy, the owner, made great invest-

ments in not only the golf course there but also in

the golf training facility, which is fantastic. The

Jemseks [facility owners] are a wonderful family
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Few breakthroughs in

golf instruction were of

greater value than the

understanding about

swing technique and

body type that Suttie

helped devise.
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and were quite good to me at Cog Hill, especially

Joe [founder] when he was alive. He was quite an

innovator. I also enjoyed working with Frank [Joe’s

son] and Kevin. The Jemseks got all these profes-

sional tournaments to play at Cog Hill, which is 

a tremendous public facility, and they’ve been won-

derful for golf in general. Cog Hill is a tremendous

facility and they are a credit to the PGA.

GRM: Why are the LAWS in your golf swing book

so important and why don’t most instructors

factor body type into their lessons?

Suttie: It goes right down to what a person can do.

Since 1968 I’ve collected some 20,000 swing

videos, and people differ in body types and motion

patterns, what they were taught, what they ob-

served when they were younger, what they were

told, etc. Big guys can’t put their elbows together

at the top, but we keep telling people what they

can’t do with their bodies and they get frustrated.

I think in one hour’s time you can tell someone

what their body can do, improve their swing and

game, and give them hope.

“I was tired of the quick-fix
method and wanted to
bring a little objectivity to a
complicated motor skill.”

— Jim Suttie



GRM: Is custom fitting and custom-fit equipment as important

as the LAWS?

Suttie: The pattern is somewhat dictated by the club in your

hand. You accommodate your motion to fit the club. For 

instance, if you don’t have enough loft on your driver you’ll

hang back on your swing. The flex and weight of a shaft also

has an effect on how you swing. We know a lot about the 

swing but not a lot about the pattern and getting golfers to make

the change.

GRM: Is there more satisfaction teaching a professional golfer

who improves his or her game or a weekend/beginner golfer

who improves his or her game?

Suttie: There’s obviously satisfaction in both, but for me I’d

rather have fun and teach the weekend golfer. You don’t get

any press attention for that, but I find it a lot of fun to take a guy

who can’t get the ball off the ground and have him hitting draws

in one hour. But teaching tour players is also rewarding, it’s

just on a different level. 

GRM: Is there a particular PGA Tour player whose game you

helped more than any other Tour player?

Suttie: Yes, there were several guys I have worked with who

were on the cusp of winning [over 100 on the PGA Tour] but

just didn’t get it done. Loren Roberts comes to mind as someone

who I think I helped more than anyone else. When Loren came

to me in 1992 he hadn’t won a tournament. After two years he

finished second in the 1994 U.S. Open and was on his way to

winning several tournaments in the coming year. I didn’t really

remodel his swing but just worked on those things that would

get him over the hump. Loren is a great guy and a credit to his

profession. In addition to winning several tournaments on the

PGA Tour [eight] he has won at least 10 [13] tournaments on

the Champions Tour, including the Schwab Cup twice [2007

and 2009].

GRM: Obviously golf instruction has changed in the past 40

years. How do you think golf instruction will change over the

next 40 years?

Suttie: Yes, golf instruction has changed immensely over the

last 40 years and it will continue to change in various ways

going forward. We’ll get more involved in the learning aspect

rather than involved in the “this-is-what-you’re-doing-wrong”

aspect. Practice techniques, nutrition, the mental part, 

on-course lessons, etc., will all continue to improve and evolve.

You’ll start seeing facilities building multiple practice holes, 

or even nine-hole courses, specifically for playing lessons. 

We don’t teach the game, just the golf swing. We have to start

teaching how to play the game more, and that’s where playing

lessons come into play. We’ll continue to see more specializa-

tion with instructors. The short game, putting and wedge play

are already specialized, and we’ll see more specialization, or

niches, developing with teachers. Now we have teams of 

instructors doing different things. It will be very interesting to

see how golf instruction evolves. ■
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side of the business and partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your respective facilities:

Feedback Enterprise

(757) 320-4494

www.feedback-golf.com

Green Active Golf CS2

+ (27) 82 4178129

www.greenactivegolf.com

GOLFSTR

(289) 837-0563

www.golfstr.com

Orange Whip Trainer

(877) 505-9447

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

Pro-Head Trainer

(877) 369-8160

www.pro-head.com

The Putting Arc

(800) 898-0701

www.theputtingarc.com

Featured Partners
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Coastal Netting

Coastal Netting Systems specializes in steel pole and netting systems

for golf courses, country clubs, and driving ranges throughout the

United States and Canada.  Services range from pole & netting

replacement, golf protection netting, to new design planning and

construction.  Netting systems are engineered and designed for

varying weather conditions and location.

Coastal not only designs and manufactures steel poles for golf ball

barrier netting systems, but also offers consultations, ball trajectory

studies, range netting design, fairway netting design, and custom

installations.

To learn more visit: www.coastalnetting.com

Pepsi

PepsiCo provides unparalleled support as your total beverage expert

including quality brands, reliable service, National Account Fountain

Pricing incentives, Fountain and Bottle & Can incentives, beverage

merchandising and profitability education and one stop shopping.

PepsiCo is the Official Soft Drink, Bottled Water, Iced Tea and Sports

Drink of the PGA of America.  PepsiCo is also a Presenting Partner in

PGA Golf Retirement Plus, offering PGA Professionals the opportunity

to earn dollars on ready-to-drink product and special programs and

incentive dollars to PGA Sections purchased by PGA Professionals

staffed facilities and golf ranges.

To learn more visit: www.pgalinks.com
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http://www.bracketron.com
http://www.champspikes.com
http://www.proputtingpractice.com
http://www.coastalnetting.com
http://www.easypicker.com
http://www.ernestsports.com
http://www.foresightsports.com
http://www.golfwebdesign.com
http://www.golfersskin.net
http://www.linkstechnology.com
http://www.mitchellgolf.com
http://www.nushield.com/golf
http://www.pgalinks.com
http://www.ping.com
http://www.powertee.com
http://www.rangeservant.us
http://www.sand-dollars.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.tpsteacher.com
http://www.tpkgolf.com
http://www.truturf.co
http://www.ustmamiya.com
http://www.feedback-golf.com
http://www.greenactivegolf.com
http://www.golfstr.com
http://www.orangewhiptrainer.com
http://www.pro-head.com
http://www.theputtingarc.com
http://www.coastalnetting.com
http://www.pgalinks.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


SOMETIMES
This Close

IS CLOSE ENOUGH
TO BRAG ABOUT

Register Your Facility for Get Golf Ready

at PGALinks.com Today

OUT HERE, EVERY DAY IS PERFECT, 

EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT.
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http://PGALinks.com
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P R E F E R R E D V E N D O R S

Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

800 OK CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

888-881-2433

www.covershotsgolf.com

Official Mobile Canopy Supplier

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-641-4653

www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

877-769-3781

www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System
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